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GET GUT  HEALTH

BACK ON TRACK:

Studies have shown that managing

weight can be more difficult if you

have an unhealthy gut. That's why as

we look forward to the holiday season,

we’re not just preparing our wish lists -

- we're preparing our guts.

HERE 'S  HOW:

Weekly Nutrition Goals: 

Each week, you'll get a nutrition goal

to help you cleanse, repair and protect

your gut microbiome. 

Weekly Fitness Challenge: 

Each week, complete a new fitness

challenge - created by Fitnut's Josh

Grimm - to benefit gut health. 



The unfolding of FITNUT: 

I started the brand FITNUT in 2014 after an incredibly moving experience in

Southeast Asia. My inspiration felt by the kids and workers at the orphanage

motivated me to create a brand that not only helps people but has a giving-

back component.

I was inspired to build a brand that focused on what matters most to

me: FITNESS, NUTRITION, TRAVEL and GIVING BACK. 

Upon my return to NYC after that trip, I started working with the Cambodian

Community Dream Association (CCDO) and was named an ambassador to

their organization. Now, I take a percentage of annual sales and donate to

a variety of organizations. Since the existence of FITNUT, we have raised

over $10,000 independently for various organizations in Cambodia.

FITNUT today is a fusion brand of private personal training, nutrition

coaching, group fitness, charity work, and luxury fitness retreats

around the globe.  

MEET /

Josh Grimm



 The Importance of Microbes: 

There are trillions of microbes that are active in our gut that can greatly

contribute to our overall health in both positive and negative ways.

Fortunately, we can actually help microbes aid in our overall health in many

ways through fitness and nutritional health.  

The Exercise-Gut Connection: 

 The exercise-gut connection is a relatively new studied science but there is

enough scientific support to suggest that we should become mindful of how

and what we can do to make these microbes work for us and not against.

We can actually modify the types of bacteria that grow inside of our gut

through types of exercise and alter the composition of our microbiome.  

Get Control of Gut Health:

 The following workouts are going to help aid in keeping our bodies and

guts in tip-top physical condition, just in time for the upcoming holiday

season!
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Nutrition Goal:

Let's Kill Off the
Bad Stuff...
Eat antimicrobials to help your week 1 vitamins kill off and flush out

toxins and pathogens from the body.

Herbs and Spices: 

One of the easiest ways to consume antimicrobials is also the tastiest way!

Herbs and spices are the most commonly used natural antimicrobials in the

human diet. So, when you’re cooking this week, don’t be shy when measuring

out your spices for a recipe! You’re better for it. 

Save Your Fruit Peels: 

Believe it or not, some of the things we end up wasting have the most

powerful antimicrobial properties. For example, fruit peels like orange,

lemon, and lime offer us amazing benefits. Now that you know this, you can

add some zest (literally and figuratively) to your meals and your gut will love

you for it.

Another Excuse to Eat Garlic: 

Garlic is also an amazing way to add antimicrobials to your meals. So -

spices, herbs, zest, and garlic are all things that fight off the bad microbes

in your gut. They also happen to be amazing ingredients that transform

recipes, so there really aren’t any drawbacks to this tip!

N U T R I T I O N
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FITNESS CHALLENGE:

HIIT (High Intensity
Interval Training)
WHAT IS HIIT? 

The main idea of a HIIT workout is repeated, difficult exercises with

interludes of rest and recovery. It's basically the opposite of going for a

low-impact run. You'll be pushing yourself to the limit with each quick round

and then allow yourself to recover. Your body will rely on its anaerobic

pathways to fuel your workout, meaning it will break down glucose without

oxygen. This provides an immediate source of energy, but it can't be

sustained for very long. That's why HIIT includes recovery after brief bursts of

hard work. 

What Our HIIT will Include: 

For our first week of exercises, we are going to focus on HIIT paired with

explosive plyometric movements from the ground up. These movements will

promote caloric burn, speed up your metabolism, and release some of the

toxins and built-up fat stores – a perfect start for a week of cleansing!

We are going to perform each of the 10 exercises for a total of 30 seconds

at maximum power followed by 15 seconds of rest for three rounds, giving us

24 minutes of an intense, full-body burn. Read on for more!

F I T N E S S
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HIIT and Explosive Plyometric Movements:

F I T N E S S

Moves:

 Plyometric push-ups

 Reverse lunge with knee up

 Lateral bound

 Burpees

 Low jacks

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. Jump lunges

7. Standing overhead ball slams

8. High knees

9. Plant jacks

10. Squat jumps

Overa l l :  24  minutes

Each  exe rc i se :  30 seconds

Res t  i n  between  each  move :  15  seconds

Goals:
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Nutrition Goal:

Avoid Gut-
Unfriendly Foods
This week is all about greens and anti-microbials. Let's avoid things

that prevent them from healing your gut!

Overarching goal: 

You should never limit yourself too much when it comes to your diet – it

becomes unsustainable, and it's much better to follow a regimen that can

guide you in healthy eating rather than restrain you.

Foods to Try and Avoid: 

This week, try to be conscious of the amount of refined carbs, processed

foods, sugar, artificial sweeteners, and alcohol.

Why?

These types of foods feed the unhealthy bacteria in your gut, and you want

to feed the good kind! They can also lead to inflammation, which is

something you should always try to avoid - inflammation worsens every other

health issue you may have.

N U T R I T I O N
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FITNESS CHALLENGE:

20 Minute
TABATA
WHAT IS TABATA: 

TABATA is a form of high-intensity physical training in which very short,

specific periods of extremely demanding activity are alternated with shorter

periods of total rest. Traditionally, TABATA movements are done with 20

seconds of maximum effort of work followed by 10 seconds of total rest, for

a total of 4 consecutive minutes of the same exercise (each exercise being

repeated 8 times). Next, 60 seconds rest, then move on to the second

exercise and repeat the same timing sequence. 

Our TABATA Set: 

This TABATA workout is going to focus on core strength and movement,

paired with a full-body compound component. We will burn more calories in

this 20 minute high-efficiency workout compared to a typical strength-

building routine. Instead of the traditional TABATA of a 8x repeat, we are

going to split the grouping into two paired exercises in each 8 minute

sequence, maximizing our efforts surrounding the muscles of the gut and

abdominal region.

NOTE: There are multiple apps for your mobile device that are specific

Tabata timers to make the interval transition timing easy to maneuver

through.

F I T N E S S
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20 Minute TABATA:

F I T N E S S

Set 1

 :20 Jumping jacks

 :10 rest

 Repeat 4 times 

 :20 Plank reaches

 :10 rest

 Repeat 4 times 

 :60 rest 

Set 2

 :20 Squat jumps

 :10 rest

 Repeat 4 times 

 :20 V-ups

 :10 rest

 Repeat 4 times 

 :60 rest 

Set 3

 :20 180 Degree jumps

 :10 rest

 Repeat 4 times 

 :20 Mountain climbers

 :10 rest

 Repeat 4 times 

 :60 rest 

Set 4

 :20 Alternate squat kicks

 :10 rest

 Repeat 4 times 

 :20 Russian twists

 :10 rest

 Repeat 4 times 

 :60 rest 
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Nutrition Goal:

Fuel the Gut
Microbiome
This week, we want to make a point of eating foods that are rich in

probiotics and fiber - this will help fuel the gut microbiome!

Fiber-Rich Foods: 

Some of the best foods you can eat to support a healthy lifestyle are those

with fiber. That includes oats, popcorn, almonds, chia seeds, beans,

avocado, and vegetables. Sprinkle chia seeds on anything for an extra

crunch and kick of fiber! Or, pop some corn yourself rather than using the

processed and pre-packaged kind – it's a great way to get that fiber in

while still satisfying the universal urge to snack on something crunchy. 

Probiotic-Rich Foods: 

A lot of probiotic foods happen to be unreasonably delicious. This week, try

to eat/drink some greek yogurt, kefir, kombucha, kimchi, and sauerkraut.

And don't be afraid of red wine! While alcohol, in general, isn't the best for

our health, red wine happens to be packed with probiotics and antioxidants.

So, if you're of age and looking for a treat while winding down from your

busy day, pour yourself a glass.  

Why? 

After the past two weeks of cleansing our systems of the bad stuff, it's time

to replenish with the good stuff. This is the good stuff - you'll thank us later.

N U T R I T I O N
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FITNESS CHALLENGE:

Three Planes of
Movement

WHAT are the Three Planes of Movement?

Glad you asked. This week is all about exercising the frontal, sagittal, and

transversal planes of movement. First, the frontal plane divides your body

into front and back halves. Next, the sagittal plane divides your body into

left and right halves. And finally, the transverse plane divides your body into

top and bottom halves.

Why do we do this? 

By isolating our movements to hone in on different planes of our bodies and

performing a workout that addresses each plane, we are able to challenge

our mobility, stability, and balance. Also, we'll be performing exercises that

mimick our everyday movements – meaning, we'll be improving our ease of

movement throughout our everyday lives. It's kind of like a support system for

your entire body, which will make us healthier and stronger. 

F I T N E S S
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Plane-Specific Workout:

F I T N E S S

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Perform each exercise for the repetitions stated.  

Perform each exercise for a total of 12-15 repetitions.  

Plank Knee to Opposite Elbow 15x each side

Russian medicine ball twists 20x each side

Alternating side Plank Rotations 10x each side

Alternating forward lunge medicine ball rotations 15x each side

1.

2.

3.

4.

Alternating arm dumbbell bicep curl

Dumbbell Romanian deadlift

Alternating arm dumbbell front shoulder raises 

Dumbbell calf raises

Lateral shoulder raises 

Alternating dumbbell reverse lunges 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Repeat x3                            Rest for 2 minutes

Perform each exercise for a total of 12-15 repetitions.  

Alternating dumbbell chest press

Dumbbell single-arm back rows

Dumbbell single-arm tricep kickback

Dumbbell chest f ly

Dumbbell back pullover

Bodyweight tr icep dips with alternating leg extended forward

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Repeat x3                            Rest for 2 minutes

Repeat x3                            Rest for 2 minutes
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Nutrition Goal:

A Long-Term,
Balanced Diet

The goal of this program is not to offer you a quick fix - rather, it's to

guide you through a month of healthy, gut-friendly living, in hopes that

you'll all adopt some or all of these good habits! 

Why We Should Maintain a Balanced Diet: 

A healthier gut means a healthier you, and vice versa. A consistently healthy

diet and lifestyle will help you strengthen and maintain gut health over time.

Your newfound gut health is going to positively affect all aspects of your

life - be it sleep, immunity, mood, longevity, or weight management. 

"Everything in Moderation" 

If you follow all of the guidance from the previous weeks, you should be

good to go. The best motto to live by is “everything in moderation.”

Research is incredibly easy to do these days, considering our access to the

internet. We’ve given you some building blocks to a gut-healthy diet, but

feel free to do more research on your own! As long as you approach your

diet in an educated manner, you’re going to see amazing results in

conjunction with this program and with Reset Logic’s gut reset. 

N U T R I T I O N
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FITNESS CHALLENGE:

Repair, Recovery,
and Overall Strength

Your Current Focus: 

This week is all about dynamic and controlled compound movements, along

with exercises that elongate the spine and abdominal areas. We'll be using

dumbells and bodyweight to practice exercises that aid in repair, recovery,

and overall strength.  

What You'll Feel: 

After following this week's program, you'll definitely feel your body being

"pulled" longer and taller while also feeling leaner and more limber. It's

crucial to maintain spine health when engaging in fitness - you'll be better

for it in the long-run!

F I T N E S S
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Final Recovery:

F I T N E S S

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Perform each exercise for the repetitions stated.  

 Bodyweight glute bridge - 20 reps with a hold and a squeeze at the top

 Alternating T push-ups - 10 reps on each side

 Bird Dog - 10 reps on each side

 Face-down superman - 20 reps with a hold and a squeeze of the glutes

 Bodyweight prisoner squat - 30 reps at a high tempo

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Repeat x3                            Rest for 2 minutes

 Bodyweight windmil l  - 12 reps on each side

 Plank alternating hand reaches - 15 reps from each arm

 Reverse leg crunches to pulse up - 30 reps

 Dumbbell arm circles - 12 reps in forward and reverse direction

1.

2.

3.

4.

Repeat x3                            Rest for 2 minutes

Repeat x3                            Rest for 2 minutes

Perform each exercise for 12 repetitions. 

Perform each exercise for the repetitions stated.  

 Dumbbell squat to overhead shoulder press

 Alternating bodyweight cossacks 

 Dumbbell reverse lunge to bicep curl

 Dumbbell bench step-ups

1.

2.

3.

4.


